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or so many of us who work as consultants, brokers,
providers of goods and services, and OEMs, ABACE
which took place in Shanghai, China in April, is a key
gathering as it connects the global industry with the

Asia Pacific region specifically. If we look at this emerging
market and the corresponding trends, we see that although
the region is experiencing a slowing in growth, there is a
sense of maturity occurring too…

When the Chinese market began to allow for the
ownership and operation of business aircraft, it -
like many other emerging markets - only wanted
to buy and operate new aircraft. The idea of a pre-
owned market taking hold was out of the realm of
possibility for the region’s buyers. A few years
have passed, and today the confidence in the
safety and operational assurances of older aircraft
has helped broaden the marketplace in Asia.

This is a huge factor in the sustainability of any
market. If the appetite remained for only new jets,
there would never be as keen a view of record
keeping and maintenance of the fleet. Owners and
operators would not understand or appreciate the
need to keep the asset in a condition that would
allow for residual value retention. Once a market
embraces the value of the aging aircraft, however,
that market grows organically.

The next International event on the calendar will
be EBACE, scheduled to take place in Geneva,
Switzerland, this month. Drawing from the entire European
region as well as the Middle East, this is a great venue and it
will be very interesting to hear first-hand how the economic
impact of lower oil prices and a stronger US dollar, coupled
with the sanctions on Russia are affecting the marketplace in
those regions. From afar it does not take much to know the
impact is significant.

Both markets have slowed dramatically, and these factors
will have destabilizing effects on pricing as supply increases
and a general nervousness settles in across the regions.
There is no doubt that the economic uncertainty worldwide is
taking its toll, too.

Joining the Global Pieces
So what does all of this mean for the world’s markets in
general? It means that the transaction focus has, and will
continue to shift back to North America. Yet regardless of

how strong our economy is, it’s not big enough or strong
enough to absorb all of the inventory that the rest of the
world wants to shed.

As I speak to my counterparts in the industry it leaves us all
scratching our heads as to when an equilibrium – a new
balance can be reached.

Another fall-out from this slowdown in the emerging
markets is the category shifts in aircraft segments that are

selling. Many of the companies and individuals
that have been affected are those seeking air-
planes that fly the farthest distances. There has
been a shift recently towards strong activity in the
Light to Medium jet segments that are older and
less expensive to purchase. This category has
always found more acceptance within the US than
within the emerging markets, and now the spot-
light seems to be back on this jet type.

This is not to say that interest and sales will not
shift back; it’s just a snapshot of the effect of the
lower oil prices and global political instability on a
very specific segment of the buying market. As a
matter of fact, we never seem to have a global
stable moment.

While I certainly do not mean to over simplify,
our world is complicated and due to the globaliza-
tion of our economies there is no such thing as
events occurring in a vacuum.

As we try to connect the regional dots, let’s just
say that it has never been more important to price your air-
craft correctly if you are selling. If you’re buying, it has never
been as important to look carefully at the available inventory
and not to just focus on price, but really understand thor-
oughly the offerings. The opportunity to buy a great airplane
at a great price makes being a buyer all the more beneficial.

The benefits of using an aircraft to further your business’
growth has never been as important and never as affordable
in the grand scheme of things. See you abroad! �
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The International Season
Spring is in full flow, marking the start of the International season for our 

aviation industry, notes Jay Mesinger. So what’s going on within the emerging
regions, and what does it spell for the wider used aircraft marketplace?

Jay Mesinger is the CEO and Founder  of
Mesinger Jet Sales. With 40 years’ experience in
the aircraft resale market, Jay also serves on the
Jet Aviation Customer and Airbus Corporate Jets
Business Aviation Advisory Boards (BAAB). 
Contact him at jay@jetsales.com
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